
Lough Rynn Aurora - NO VAT - Walking&Breeding Fem.
Price: £650.00  
Sire: Dewgates D'Artagnan
Dam: Butlers Farm Black Magic
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: True Black (Solid Colour)
Registered With: UKBAS42587
Date of Birth: 30th July 2023

Lough Rynn Aurora - NO VAT - Walking&Breeding Fem.

True Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

Dewgates D'Artagnan

(Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Butlers Farm Black Magic

(Black (Solid Colour))

Zarza Marley-Rizardo 2nd

Dusty of Bozedown (Imp)

Canchones Referendum ET of Livanti (Imp)

Butlers Farm Dilly

Zarza Rizardo

Mile End Hadham Mirlo

Peruvian Male

Peruvian Female

Bozedown Gironimo

Bozedown Saffron

Canchones Criadero Provacateur(Aust.)

Canchones Kenzoki

Diameter (Micron) of first fleece sample: 24.80µ

Fleece: (2nd)

24.00µ  SD 5.30µ  CV 22.00%  % Over 30 Microns(µ) 0.00%  SF 23.60µ  Curvature 26.30 deg/mm  Staple Length 70 mm 

Yield 0.90 Kg/Year  

(taken on 11th May 2024 at 10 Months of age)

Fibre Testing Authority: European Wool Testing Authority

Description: 

Aurora is a large-framed young female who walks well on a halter and is suited for a walking enterprise as much as a
breeding one. She has been starting to bulk up nicely over this past year and to lose her rather leggy look; when she is
done growing, she should have as solid a physique as her dam and older brother who can also be viewed.

Aurora is not a dominant female and won't take treats if other (greedier!) females are pushing her away but does
hand-feed away from them and walks beautifully wherever we lead her! 

She boasts excellent black genetics on both sides (Canchones Referendum, Zarza Marley-Ricardo 2nd) and has a
lovely jet-black fleece. Due to a change in circumstances, we have stopped breeding and have to reduce our herd quite
a bit, so this former keeper is looking for a new home now.



The females in Aurora’s maternal line are all excellent mothers who produce big, strapping cria and have plenty of milk
for them, so I fully expect that Aurora herself will also make a great addition to any breeding program.

Aurora can be sold into an existing herd of females or we can help you make up a new herd of your own (breeding and
non-breeding females in all colours available). Full ongoing support is provided and delivery can be arranged.

Aurora helping to train weanlings

Aurora 1.5yrs old

Aurora 1yr old


